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Abstract In this work we study the interrelation between, on the one hand, subjective perception of female facial aesthetics, and on the other hand, selected objective parameters that
include facial features, photo-quality, as well as non-permanent facial characteristics. This
study seeks to provide insight on the role of this specific set of features in affecting the
way humans perceive facial images. The approach is novel in that it jointly considers both
previous results on photo quality and beauty assessment, as well as non-permanent facial
characteristics and expressions. Based on 37 such objective parameters, we construct a metric that aims to quantify modifiable parameters for aesthetics enhancement, as well as tunes
systems that would seek to predict the way humans perceive facial aesthetics. The proposed
metric is evaluated on a face dataset, that includes images with variations in illumination,
image quality, as well as age, ethnicity and expression. We show that our approach outperforms two state of the art beauty estimation metrics. In addition we apply the designed
metric in three interesting datasets, where we assess beauty in images of females before and
after plastic surgery, of females across time, as well as of females famous for their beauty.
We conclude by giving insight towards beauty prediction.
Keywords Facial beauty · Facial aesthetics · Facial symmetry · Female aesthetics ·
Female beauty · Beauty prediction · Beauty estimation · Beauty assessment · Plastic
surgery · Aging beauty
1 Introduction
With millions of images appearing daily on Facebook, Picasa, Flickr, or on different
social and dating sites, photographs are often seen as the carrier of the first and deciding
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impression of a person. At the same time though, human perception of facial aesthetics in such photographs is a priori highly subjective. The nature of this perception
has been explored separately from photographical as well as psychological perspective,
focusing either on the properties of the image, or on the other hand on the characteristics of the subject. The photographical point of view, often interested in photo-quality
and -aesthetics assessment and also enhancement, has recently attracted further attention [3, 12, 61, 62], partly due to the vast amount of digital images that are now
available, as well as due to the ease with which digital image modification can now be
achieved.
1.1 Related work
The present work draws from former work in three areas, namely classical facial aesthetics,
photo–quality and aesthetics as well as image processing based face recognition.
1.1.1 Facial aesthetics
There are substantial amounts of works, both from psychological and sociological perspective, studying human perception of facial attractiveness and beauty [58]. Such
perception is highly subjective and is influenced by sociological and cultural factors
and furthermore by individual preferences. In attempts to rationalize subjective perception of facial beauty, many objective characteristics have been associated, such as the
golden ratio [23], facial symmetry [44], neonate features [69], averageness [40] [50],
facial skin texture [27], hair color, femininity, familiarity [38, 60], as well as geometrical attributes of facial features [69]. We proceed to elaborate on the most common
characteristics.
–

–

–

–

The golden ratio:  ≈ 1.618. When this divine proportion appears in both nature or art,
they are perceived harmonic and aesthetic, see [23]. An attractive human face contains
 in several proportions [51], e.g face height / width and face height / location of eyes,
see Fig. 1. Such proportions are pertinent across ethnicities [45].
Symmetry was evolutionary beneficial for its direct analogy to health [44]. We note
here that there are contradictory hypotheses regarding the role of symmetry in beauty
perception [31].
Averageness is an indicator for health and fertility. In [40] the authors present a study
showing that mathematically averaged faces are considered beautiful. Interestingly,
exceptionally beautiful faces though are not close to average [2]. This aspect is carried
over in other studies, that claim that attractiveness implies distinctive facial features.
Such features are named to be: a narrow face, full lips, long and dark eyelashes, high
cheek bones and a small nose [65]. An overview of psychological studies based on face
proportions and symmetries is presented in [4].
Finally the neonate features or babyfaceness elicit sympathy and protective urges. Traits
in babyfaces include a big round forehead, low located eyes and mouth, big round eyes
and small chin, see Fig. 2. In a related study [36] juvenilised faces were examined to be
perceived highly attractive.

Despite the continuous interest and extensive research in cognitive, evolutionary and
social sciences, modeling and analysis of human beauty and aesthetic canons remains an
open problem.
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Fig. 1 Golden ratio appears
multiple times in a beautiful
human face. The ratios (face
height / face width) and (face
height / location of eyes) are both
equal to  ≈ 1.618. Image
obtained from http://
nicolekidmanofficial.com/

1.1.2 Beauty and image processing
Recently, pattern analysis has allowed for novel perspectives and insightful analysis regarding human perception of facial attractiveness [4]. Often such analysis aims to map a ground
truth for beauty perception - such as a mean value of recorded human ratings - onto extracted
facial features. This is often combined with a subsequent supervised learning of underlying interrelation patterns. Such analytical studies consider a variety of extracted facial
features and classification algorithms, as well as different datasets, different numbers of
human raters, different measures of beauty, as well as a plethora of selected features and
used classifiers (see Table 1). A good review of recent works can be found in [31, 41].
The most common facial features considered for beauty assessment are related to
distances between geometrical facial landmarks [21, 24]. For example, Mao et al. [43]

Fig. 2 Babyfacesness theorem: females with child like traits including big and low located eyes, big round
forehead and small chin, are perceived attractive
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Table 1 Review of scientific work on beauty assessment
Work

Dataset

Nr. of

Cat.

Performance

images
Gunes et al. [32]

private

215F

Nr. of
Raters

5

error rate: stand.

48

dist. sd = 0.68 − 0.85
Kagian et al. [37]

from [24]

184F ,

7

r = 0.82, p < 10−23

28

Caucasian
Aarabi et al. [1]

private

80F

4

class. rate 91 %

12

Mao et al. [43]

CAS-PEAL

510F ,

2/4

class. rate

N.A.

[29], WWW

Chinese

private

150F

Türkmen et al. [34]

95.3 %/77.9 %
2

class. rate

50

89 %/83 %
Chang and Chou [8]

private

90F , 70M

7

class. rate

31M, 28F

Davis and

HOTorNOT

2097F ,

10

web imagesa

HOTorNOT

9

r = .84, p < .05,

20F , 20M

97.1 %, 100 %
Lazebnik [21]
Said and

1523M
Facegenb

Todorov [53]
Eisenthal et al. [24]

2100M,

r = .79, p < .05

2100F
private

184F ,

7

r = 0.45/0.6

28/18

10

r = 0.458

30

Caucasian
Gray et al. [30]

HOTorNOT

2056F

Used abbreviations: Cat...categories, F...female, M...male, r...Pearson’s correlation coefficient. If the
performance is reported in percentage, it refers to a correct classification rate
a http://www.cs.unc.edu/?davisb/research/Regression-Attractiveness/FaceRegression.html
b http://www.facegen.com

extracted 17 such geometric features, which they used - in conjunction with support vector machines (SVMs) - to classify 2 beauty categories (attractive, non-attractive), achieving
classification accuracy of 95.3 %, and then to classify 4 beauty categories (very attractive, very non-attractive and 2 intermediate categories), with accuracy of 77.9 %. Similarly,
Gunes et al. [32] focused on geometric ratios that are classified by decision trees, a MultiLayer Perceptron and Kernel Density Estimators. Aarabi et al. [1] extracted 8 geometric
ratios between facial landmarks (eyes, brows and mouth) and used k-nearest neighbour (kNN) for classification of 4 categories, achieving 91 % correct classification on a 80 images
dataset. Other landmark-based approaches have been discussed in [10, 13, 24, 34, 69].
The dataset from [24] was used by Kagian et al. [37], where 84 facial landmarks were
extracted (describing the locations of eyes, nose, lips, eyebrows and head contour) and the
associated distances and slopes of the lines connecting facial landmarks were computed.
In addition hair and skin color (HSV values) and skin texture (smoothness) were extracted.
Principal component analysis was instrumental in reducing of dimensionality, and linear
regression was used to build a metric, which achieved a prediction accuracy of 0.82 of the
Pearson’s correlation coefficient.
Deviating from the above approach, Chang and Chou [8] assessed beauty using a relative distance from two prototypes, namely, the average of attractive faces and the average
of unattractive faces. For describing faces, 46 features were annotated which were averaged over attractive and over unattractive faces. An accuracy of up to 100 % was reached,
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using a relatively small and constrained dataset of 90 females and 70 males. Gray et al. [30]
presented a fully automated and holistic beauty prediction algorithm based on multi-layer
neural network. The used dataset included 2056 female images, and it incorporated variations in pose, lighting, background, expression, age and ethnicity. The multi-layer feature
extractor sought to emulate the way a human brain would holistically extract the features.
The authors also showed the pertinence of a new beauty trait; a high contrast in the eye
region. Said and Todorov [53] performed experiments on a synthetic dataset of 2100 females
and 2100 males. The face generator initially introduced variations in shape and reflectance
on the generated faces, and the corresponding model was based on 25 shape dimensions and
25 reflectance dimensions. The first shape dimension was face width, the first reflectance
dimension was darkness / lightness. Second-order polynomial regression then mapped these
features onto an ‘attractiveness’ value. The experiments achieved a Pearson’s correlation
coefficient of 0.79.
Different studies went beyond predicting a mean opinion score for beauty. For example,
Whitehill and Movellan [66] modeled individual preferences of 8 subjects, using a model
based on PCA, Gabor wavelets and Gaussian RBFs, as well as expression extraction. The
model reached a Pearson’s correlation rate of up to 0.45. Davis and Lazebnik [21] built a
face-shape-model and used manifold kernel regression to ‘deform’ over 3000 faces towards
attractiveness. Chen and Zhang [10] presented a benchmark dataset for female and male
faces containing 15,393 Chinese females and 8,019 males. In addition they extracted geometric features and projected them onto a tangent space (a linear space where Euclidean
distance measures different facial shapes). They used PCA and revealed that first principal components corresponded to variation in the face width, whereas second principal
components corresponded to variations of eyebrow length, and third principal components
corresponded to the location of facial features. This study suggested that neither symmetry
nor averageness played prominent roles.
Suitability of quality measures in beauty assessment The most common quality measure
in beauty prediction is the Pearson’s correlation coefficient (PCC), see Section 3.1. PCC is
a simple and low-complexity measure, quantifying the correlation between two variables,
associated to several conditions of use. Such conditions include a normal distribution of the
two variables, linear correlation between the two variables and homoscedasticity (similar
standard deviations of both variables) [39]. It is of interest to note that PCC is sensitive to
outliers and thus such need to be extracted.
For our main result, we report PCC, Spearman’s Rank Coefficient and MSE to thoroughly examine linear relationship, monotonic (and eventually non-linear) relationship and
 In Fig. 3 we display the MOSstandard deviation of the values between MOS and MOS.
histogram of a large dataset containing 2056 images, assembled from HOTorNOT.com, as
presented in [30]. We observe that the histogram forms a normal distribution. In Fig. 4 we
 relationship related to our test set. Here, we observe a nearly
illustrate the MOS-MOS
linear relationship between the two variables.
1.1.3 Photo–quality and aesthetics
Broad background work on image quality assessment (IQA) is needed in applications such
as image transmission, lossy compression, restoration and enhancement. The subjective criteria intertwined with image quality are assessed in numerous metrics for mobile phones,
electronic tabs or cameras. A number of automatic IQA algorithms has been built based on
those metrics. For an overview of related works, see [63] and [55].
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Fig. 3 MOS-histogram of a large dataset containing 2056 images, assembled from HOTorNOT.com for
beauty assessment [30]. The related MOS has been normalized and is thus not of a range 1 − 10

From a photographic point of view, the presence of people, their facial expressions,
image sharpness, contrast, colorfulness and composition are factors which play a pivotal
role in subjective perception and accordingly evaluation of an image, cf. [54]. Recent works
on photography considerations include [3] and [12]. Hereby the authors reveal that appealing photographs draw from single appealing image regions and their location and use this
proposition to automatically enhance photo-quality. Photo-quality can also be influenced
by image composition, see [49]. Finally there are current studies, which model aesthetic
perception of videos [46]. Such methods have become increasingly relevant due to the
prevalence of low price consumer electronics.
1.2 Contribution
In this work we study the role of objective measures in modeling the way humans perceive
facial images. In establishing the results, we incorporate a new broad spectrum of known
aesthetical facial characteristics, as well as consider the role of basic image properties and

 relationship related to our test set
Fig. 4 MOS-MOS
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photograph aesthetics. This allows us to draw different conclusions on the intertwined roles
of facial features in defining the aesthetics in female head-and-shoulder-images, as well as
allows for further insight on how aesthetics can be influenced by careful modifications.
Towards further quantifying such insights, we construct a metric that models the role of
selected traits in affecting the way humans perceive such images. This model applies as a
step towards an automatic and holistic prediction of facial aesthetics in images.
The proposed metric accepts applications, answering following questions:
–
–
–
–

How to photograph a face, maximizing the perceived facial attractiveness (e.g. by
enhancing illumination, selecting facial expression and makeup)?
How to enhance or retouch an image, maximizing facial attractiveness?
Which facial image to choose for an online presentation (e.g. CVs, Facebook, homepage, dating sites)?
What is an expected beauty improvement after a plastic surgery?

In this work we use the proposed metric to examine facial aesthetics in the context of
aging, facial surgery and a comparison of average females relatively to selected females
known for their beauty.
The novelty in our work lies mainly in two aspects. The first one is that we expand
the pool of established facial features to include non-permanent features such as makeup,
presence of glasses, or hair-style. The second novelty comes from the fact that we seek to
combine the results of both research areas, facial aesthetics and photograph aesthetics, and
thus to jointly study and understand the role of facial features and of image processing states.
The current work is an extension of the conference paper [14]. Here we extend the
experiments by
–
–
–
–
–

providing results on 3 additional datasets (aging, facial surgery and famous females),
comparing the presented metric with two reference state-of-the-art algorithms (one
feature-based and one holistic) on the presented dataset,
including a comparison of different regression techniques,
presenting additional results on the presented dataset (crossvalidation),
positioning our work within the field of beauty estimation.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 1.1 we give a broad overview of facial
aesthetics and associated image processing-related work. In Section 2 we introduce the
assembled and employed dataset, as well as describe the basic features and methods used
in this study. In Section 3 we proceed with numerical results, and provide intuition on the
role of features, image quality and facial features, in human perception. In Section 4, we
use these accumulated conclusions to construct a model that predicts attractiveness in facial
photographs using different facial traits as well as image properties. We then examine, validate and compare the designed metric with two state of the art beauty assessment techniques.
In Section 5 we employ the developed metric to conduct experiments and answer questions
regarding beauty index in three cases: for famous attractive females, for aging females and
in case of facial surgery.

2 Study of aesthetics in facial photographs
In our study we consider 37 different characteristics (x1 − x37 ) that include facial proportions and traits, facial expressions, as well as image properties. All these characteristics are,
for the most part, manually extracted from a dataset of 325 facial images. Each image is
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associated with human ratings for attractiveness, as explained in Section 2.1. The dataset
forms the empirical base for the further study on how different features and properties relate
to attractiveness. We proceed with the details of the dataset and characteristics.
2.1 Dataset
We have assembled a dataset including 325 random head-and-shoulders images from the
web site HOTorNOT [20]. HOTorNOT has been previously used in image processing studies
(cf. [30, 57]), due to the sufficiently large library of images, and the related beauty ratings
and demographic information.
Each image depicts a young female subject (see for example Figs. 5 and 6.) and was rated
by a multitude of users of the web site. The rating, on a scale of one to ten, corresponds
to the notion of attractiveness. The relevance and robustness of the provided ratings was
confirmed in an experiment in [42], where subjects re-rated a collection of HOTorNOTimages. For increasing robustness, we consider only images that have received a sufficiently
high number of ratings, specifically more than 70 ratings. We will henceforth refer to the
mean value of these ratings as the Mean Opinion Score (MOS). Among the chosen images
of the dataset the mean MOS was 7.9, the standard deviation was 1.4, whereas the minimum
value was 4.3 and the maximum value was 9.9. The JPEG images in the here presented
dataset are of different resolution and of different quality.
We now proceed with the description of the two sets of considered features: the
photograph-aesthetics (image properties) and the facial aesthetics. All characteristics from
these sets are stated in Table 2.
2.2 Photograph aesthetics
The considered photograph aesthetic features are here specifically chosen to be simple and
objective. Firstly we include characteristics such as image resolution (x20 ), image format
(x14 , with possible values describing either portrait or landscape) and illumination (x27 ).
Furthermore, we consider the relative angle of the face in the photograph (x34 ), being the
angle between the line connecting the eyes and the horizontal line (this angle is denoted
as α and is illustrated in Fig. 5). We also incorporate the zoom-factor (x31 ), specifically
how large the face appears in comparison to the image height. Finally we also connect
three novel image quality traits with facial aesthetics, which in previous work have been
associated to photograph-aesthetics: the relative foreground position, the BIQI (blind image
quality index) and the JPEG quality measure.
We define the relative foreground position to be, as in [3], the normalized Euclidean
distance between the foreground’s center of mass, also called visual attention center, to each
of the symmetric stress points (strongest focal points in a photograph, see [35], indicated
by the four white points in Fig. 5). Specifically for our study, we compute and compare the
distances of the foreground’s center of mass (left eye for x17 , right eye for x18 or nose tip
for x26 )1 to any of the stress points (cf. [32]) with the distances of the same foreground’s
center of mass to the center of the image. For clarity Fig. 5 illustrates the stress points of the
image, where each of the four stress points is in a distance of one third the image width and
one third the image height from the boundary of the image, an aspect derived from the “Rule
of thirds”. In case that the foreground’s center of mass is equidistant to all stress points,

1 Culture

Shapes www.wired.com/wiredscience/2008/08/culture-shapes/
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Fig. 5 Example image of the
web site HOTorNOT,
MOS = 9.8. The white points
represent the stress points, the
red cross the image center. The
relative foreground position, as
in [3], is the normalized
Euclidean distance between the
foreground’s center of mass, to
each of the stress points.
Specifically for our study, we
compute and compare the
distance of the foreground’s
center of mass (left eye for x17 ,
right eye for x18 or nose tip for
x26 ) to any of the stress points
with the distance of the same
foreground’s center of mass to
the center of the image. The
relative angle of the face α
comprises the angle between the
line connecting the eyes and the
horizontal line
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α

which is the case in the image center, it has been shown that subjects lose their attention and
interest.
The BIQI measure (x35 ) is an image quality measure, based on the distorted image statistics and it employs support vector machines for classification (cf. [47] and [48]). It is a blind
quality measure; specifically it is a no-reference assessment measure on image quality. Similarly the JPEG quality measure (x23 ) is an automated image quality measure, considering
artifacts caused by JPEG compression, such as blockiness and blurriness, evaluating again
a no-reference score per image [64].
2.3 Facial characteristics
Literature related to facial beauty (cf. [65]) identifies pertinent traits including the
size of the face, the location and size of facial features like eyes, nose, and mouth,
brows, lashes and lids, facial proportions, as well as the condition of the skin. Such
literature confirms the role of these facial features in affecting human perception of
beauty (cf. [4, 65]). Drawing from this previous work, we deduce the characteristics x1 , x2 , x7 , x12 , x13 , x15 , x16 , x19 , x22 , x25 , x29 , x30 , x36 , x37 and also consider ratios of
facial features and / or their locations by relating a multitude of measures, specifically including known facial beauty ratios adhering to the golden ratio, e.g. x16 (see
Table 2 for notations). In addition, we include one symmetry characteristic (x24 ), as
introduced in [57], which defines the ratio between left eye- and right eye-width to
be between 0.93 and 1.06 in an attractive face. We also consider the skin-goodness
/ quality (x10 ) and lip fullness (x6 ), as suggested and validated in [5]. Moreover we
proceed a step further and consider non-permanent characteristics that carry low discriminative biometric information. Such characteristics include eye-color (x32 ), hair-color
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Fig. 6 Example image of the
web site HOTorNOT,
MOS = 9.2 with employed
facial measures

(x33 ) and skin-color (28), face-shape (x4 ) and eye brow-shape (x5 ), as well as (with a
slight abuse of notation) presence of glasses (x8 ), makeup style (x3 , x9 ) and hair style
(x11 ). For more information on use and versatility of facial non-permanent traits see for
example [15–17, 19]. The impact of makeup on face recognition has been established
in [9, 11, 18].
The full set of facial features is listed in Table 2 and can be categorized in the following
four groups:
–
–
–
–

ratios of facial features and their locations,
facial color traits,
shapes of face and facial features,
non-permanent traits.

Features related to the mouth and nose width were not exploited, due to the variety of
expressions within the dataset. This expression variety causes significant diversity in the
measurements of both, mouth and nose. All selected traits are listed in Table 2. The table
exhibits the traits, trait instances and furthermore the range of magnitude for all photograph
aesthetics and facial aesthetics, respectively.

3 Results
3.1 Effect of traits on the MOS rating
We here aim to find correlation measures for each of the 37 extracted traits and the
MOS in order to observe the importance of each characteristic for human perception. The
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Table 2 The 37 characteristics used in the proposed metric listed in decreasing order with respect to the
absolute Pearson’s correlation coefficient, computed between each characteristic and the averaged beauty
rating (MOS)
Trait xi

x1 . Ratio (eye height/

Pearson’s


MOS-

correlation

Model

coefficient

weight

rxi ,MOS

γi

Continuous

0.511

18.351

Continuous

0.449

4.578

0: No makeup, 0.5: light makeup,

0.379

0.305

Trait instance

head length) f/a
x2 . Ratio (head width/
head length) b/a
x3 . Eye make up

1: strong makeup
x4 . Face shape

1: round, 2: oval, 3: edgy

0.352

0.161

x5 . Eye Brow shape

1: straight, 2: round, 3: edgy

0.252

0.334

0: Thin lips, 0.5: medium,

0.224

0.202

0.220

−17.828

x6 . Fullness of Lips

1: full lips
x7 . Ratio (from top of head to

Continuous

nose / head length) (d+c)/a
x8 . Glasses

0: No glasses, 1: glasses

−0.209

−0.671

x9 . Lipstick

0: No lipstick, 1: bright lipstick,

0.200

0.050

x10 . Skin goodness

1:Clear skin, 2: bad skin

−0.186

−0.393

x11 . Hair Length / Style

1: Short, 2: shoulder, 3: long,

−0.185

−0.066

Continuous

0.182

−4.192

Continuous

0.177

49.394

x14 . Image format

1: Portrait, 2: Landscape

0.168

0.169

x15 . Ratio (eye width / distance

Continuous

0.134

0.898

Continuous

−0.120

0.097

x17 . Left eye distance to middle

1: shorter distance to middle of image,

0.118

0.420

of image or to mass point

2: shorter distance to mass point
0.115

0.204

−0.101

−1.009

2: flashy lipstick
(e.g. pimples)
4: half tied back, 5: tied back
x12 . Ratio (from top of head to
mouth / head length) (d+c+e)/a
x13 . Ratio (from top of head
to eye / head length) d/a

between eyes) (h-i)/(2.i)
x16 . Ratio (from nose to chin /
eye to nose) (a-d-c)/c

x18 . Right eye distance to middle

1: shorter distance to of image,

of image or to mass point

2: shorter distance to mass point

x19 . Ratio (from top of head

Continuous

eye / eye to nose) d/c
x20 . Image Resolution

Normalized from 0 to 1; Discrete

0.101

−0.349

x21 . Expression

1: Smile + teeth, 2: smile, 3: neutral,

−0.091

−0.318

4: corners of the mouth
facing down, 5: non of all
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Table 2 (continued)
Trait xi

Trait instance

x22 . Ratio (outside distance between

Pearson’s


MOS-

correlation

Model

coefficient

weight

rxi ,MOS

γi

Continuous

−0.083

−1.726

eyes / top of the head to eye) h/d
x23 . JPEG quality measure

Continuous

0.080

0.901

x24 . Eyes symmetry

0.93 <(left eye width)/

−0.065

−0.055

x25 . Ratio (from eye to

Continuous

0.064

0.046

x26 . Nose distance to middle of

1: shorter distance to middle of image,

0.054

0.017

image of mass point

2: shorter distance to mass point

x27 . Illumination

0: poor; 0.5: medium; 1: excellent

0.037

0.013

x28 . Skin Color

1, 2, 3 (from light to dark)

−0.037

−0.055

x29 . Ratio (from top of head

Continuous

0.033

−6.247

Continuous

0.025

−0.632

Continuous

−0.020

−148.74

1: blue, 2: green, 3: brown,

−0.018

−0.016

−0.017

0.031

(right eye width) < 1.06
nose / nose to mouth) c/e

to eye / eye to lip) d/(c+e)
x30 . Ratio (eye-nose/head
width) c/b
x31 . Zoomfactor a / Image
resolution
x32 . Eye Color

4: black, 5: mix
x33 . Hair Color

1: blond, 2: brown, 3: black,
4: red, 5: dark blond

x34 . Angle of face α

Continuous

−0.014

−0.269

x35 . BIQI

Continuous

0.012

−0.005

x36 . Ratio (from nose to chin /

Continuous

−0.006

−1.691

Continuous

−0.003

13.959

lips to chin) (a-d-c)/(a-d-c-e)
x37 . Ratio (Distance eyes/
head length) g/a
Related Pearson’s correlation coefficients and related MOS-model weights are reported. See Figs. 3 and 4
for the annotation of the facial characteristics

preprocessing step for the MOS related study includes the removal of about 5 % of the
images, due to their outlier character (i.e. > 2σxi , given that xi is each function of the
described traits and σxi is the associated standard deviation).
A direct way to find a relationship between the MOS and each of the 37 traits is using
Pearson’s correlation coefficient. We remind the reader that for two vectors, X = x1 , x2 , , xn
and Y = y1 , y2 , , yn , the Pearson’s correlation coefficient is given by

rX,Y =

cov(X, Y )
E[(X − μX )(Y − μY )]
=
,
σX σY
σX σY

(1)
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where σX and σY are being the standard deviations for X and Y , respectively. The coefficient
ranges between −1 and 1, with the two extreme points being obtained when the variables
are maximally linearly related.
Pearson’s correlation coefficients are calculated for all 37 vectors and the MOS
respectively, each vector corresponding to a feature. Per feature, a 260-values X vector describes each feature for each one of the 260 training images.2 The 260–values
vector Y describes the related MOS rating per image. Table 2 itemizes these coefficients in decreasing order of importance with respect to the absolute Pearson’s correlation
coefficient.
3.2 Insight provided from empirical data
The first notable result reveals the strong correlation between the best ranked traits and
the MOS, which even exceeds a Pearson’s correlation coefficient of 0.5 for the trait ‘ratio
eye-height/face-height’. Particularly in regard to an automatic MOS prediction image processing tool, these results are very encouraging. Further we observe that photo-quality
features play a less significant role than facial aesthetics, as expected, but the related pertinence is not to be neglected, since they achieve an r14,MOS = 0.168. Moreover we note
that the high ranked traits x1 , x2 and x4 (the ratios (eye-height/face-height) and (headwidth/head-height), and face shape) in Table 2 are features corresponding strongly to
person’s weight. This outcome brings to the fore the strong importance of low human weight
for aesthetics [52], that has been reported in other studies [26], [6]. Furthermore it is worth
noting that Table 2 reveals the interesting fact among others, that non-permanent traits place
a pivotal role in raising the MOS rating. Eye makeup, lipstick, glasses and hair-style are all
among the top 11 of the obtained ranking. These results hint the high modifiability of facial
aesthetics perception by simple means including makeup and hair styling. The relevance
of eye makeup had been previously observed in [30]. Together with the different conclusions that one may draw from Table 2, it also becomes apparent that different questions are
raised, on the interconnectedness of the different traits. This is addressed in the following
Section 3.3. Finally we note that traits, such as x1 , x7 , x12 and x13 directly comply with
the well known babyfaceness hypothesis (cf. [65]), which describes that childlike facial
features in females increase attractiveness, such features include big eyes, cf. x1 and a relative low location of facial elements, cf. x7 , x12 and x13 . One measure known for increasing
attractiveness, if equal to the golden ratio φ = 1.618, is x16 .
3.3 Interconnectedness of different traits
To obtain a better understanding of the role of the different traits in raising the MOS,
it is helpful to understand the inter-relationship between these traits. This is addressed in
Table 3, which describes the correlation between selected traits. Due to lack of space we
limit the correlation matrix to just a group of the first six traits. Table 3 can answer different
questions such as for example the validity of the conclusion in Table 2 on the importance
of the makeup feature. In this case, the question arises whether it is truly the makeup that
affects the MOS or whether already attractive subjects use makeup more heavily. Table 3
suggests a low correlation between the facial proportions (representing beauty) and eye
makeup, which validates the strong role of makeup in raising the MOS.

2 For

information on denotation of features and according X–values, please refer to Table 2
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Table 3 Correlation matrix of selected non-permanent and permanent traits, see Table 2
x1

x2

x3

x4

x5

x6

x1

1

0.317

0.308

0.153

0.151

0.161

x2

0.317

1

0.132

0.268

0.034

0.092

x3

0.308

0.132

1

0.140

0.158

0.108

x4

0.153

0.268

0.140

1

−0.0036

0.122

x5

0.151

0.034

0.158

−0.0036

1

0.155

x6

0.161

0.092

0.108

0.122

0.155

1

4 Model for facial aesthetics
We here examine two different regression techniques, namely linear regression with
multivariate data and support vector regression SVR.3
4.1 Linear regression
Linear regression benefits from its simplicity and the linear character of the traits with
increasing MOS. We have the following form:
=
MOS

37


γi x i .

(2)

i=1

The resulting weights γi corresponding to each trait are denoted in Table 2.
We here note that the weights of the model are not normalized and do not give information about the importance of each characteristic. In other words, we did not normalize for
 can be computed with features labeled as in Table 2 (and
the sake of reproducibility - MOS
related weights from the same table). The importance of the characteristics can be gleaned
from the Pearson’s correlation coefficients rxi ,MOS instead.
To test the efficacy of the scheme, first we randomly partition the dataset into a training
(260 subjects) and a test set (65 subjects) and exclude outliers.
We briefly compute the following three parameters.
–
–

Pearson’s correlation coefficient is computed as described above, and it is computed to
be rMOS,MOS
= 0.779.

Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient, which is a measure of how well the relation
between two variables can be described by a monotonic function. The coefficient ranges
between -1 and 1, with the two extreme points being obtained when the variables are
purely
monotonic functions of each other. This coefficient takes the form rS = 1 −

6 i di
, where di = rank(xi ) − rank(yi ) is the difference between the ranks of the i th
n(n2 −1)
observation of the two variables. The variable n denotes the number of observations.
The coefficient, which is often used due to its robustness to outliers, was calculated
here to be rS MOS,MOS
= 0.786.


3 SVR

has been used in similar problems, such as automated age estimation with a reportedly high
performance in mapping of actual age to automatically extracted feature vectors [28].
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 and the
Mean standard error of the difference between the estimated objective MOS
actual subjective MOS: MSE = 1.158.

The high Pearson’s coefficient implies a robust prediction accuracy of the facial aesthetics metric. The Spearman’s coefficient gives an indication about the correlation between
estimated and real MOS, but without the restriction of linear dependence. It considers each
monotonic function connecting the two vectors. In our case this coefficient is relatively high
as well. The MSE on the other hand gives an idea about the absolute error between the
predicted and actual values.
4.2 Support vector regression
In support vector regression the training samples (x1 , y1 ), . . . , (xm , ym ) include the inputs
x ∈ Rm , that are m-dimensional vectors (feature vectors) and the outcomes y ∈ R are continuous values (beauty indices). Firstly, x is mapped onto an n-dimensional feature space
using a fixed nonlinear mapping, and then a linear model is constructed in this feature space.
Hereby, SV - regression uses an ε - insensitive loss function, as proposed by Vapnik [59],
where ε is a radius of a tube within which the regression function must lie, after the successful learning. By aiming to reduce model’s complexity, SV-regression is formulated as
the minimization of
n 


1
min ω2 + C
ξi + ξiT ,
(3)
2
i=1

subject to the constraint:

yi − f (xi , ω) ≤ ε + ξiT
f (xi , ω) − yi ≤ ε + ξi
ξi , ξiT ≥ 0, i = 1, ..., n.

(4)

SV-regression performs in the high-dimension feature space, reducing the model complexity
by minimizing ω2 (capacity of machine learning). We have that ξi , ξiT are slack variables,
which measure the deviation of training samples outside ε - insensitive zone. Parameter C
determines the trade off between the model complexity and the degree, to which deviations
larger than ε, are tolerated in optimization formulation. Parameter ε controls the width of
the ε-insensitive zone, used to fit the training data.
4.3 Validation of the obtained metric
We use the presented database, exclude outliers and adopt a 6-fold cross-validation scheme
for performance evaluation of both regression techniques. To validate the proposed model
we compute the Pearson’s correlation coefficient, as described above. We present the results
in Table 4.
It is interesting to observe that linear regression outperforms the SV-regression. We
here note that for SV-regression we utilized the LIBSVM [7]-library and specifically
SV-regression with linear kernel (which outperformed the here not presented types of SVregression, namely polynomial kernel, radial basis function and sigmoid), while for linear
regression we used the MATLAB functions.
In the following, we proceed to compare the presented metric (utilizing linear regression)
with two reference state of the art algorithms.
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Table 4 Comparison of linear and support vector regression for the proposed feature based beauty estimation
metric in the presented database
Trial

Train set

Test set

lin. Regr.

SV-Regr.

1

260

38

0.768

0.727

2

238

60

0.626

0.591

3

248

50

0.68

0.559

4

248

50

0.532

0.332

5

248

50

0.671

0.602

6

248

50

0.621

0.532

0.65

0.557

Average

The numbers in the “lin. Regr.” and “SV-Regr.” columns indicate the Pearson’s correlation coefficient (r)
 and actual MOS in each trial
between estimated MOS

4.4 Reference beauty prediction algorithms
In order to directly compare the proposed algorithm with already existing algorithms, we
proceed to re-implement one geometric-based (=feature-based) and one holistic algorithm
perform beauty estimation with these two algorithms on the presented dataset.
4.4.1 Reference feature based algorithm
We re-implement the algorithm by Mao et al. [43], where 17 geometric features are manually extracted in a human face. The features include: a) horizontal face length at temple
level, b) horizontal face length at cheekbone level (ears are excluded) c) horizontal face
length at cheekbone level, d) horizontal face length at mouth level, e) horizontal length
of chin, f) horizontal length of nose, g) horizontal length of mouth, h) horizontal distance
between pupils, i) horizontal length of left eye, j) horizontal distance between inner edges
of eyes, k) horizontal length of right eye, l) vertical distance from middle point between
eyebrows to the bottom of nose, m) vertical distance from nose bottom to face bottom, n)
vertical distance between eyebrows and eyes, o) vertical height of eyes, p) vertical distance
between nose and mouth, and q) vertical distance between mouth and chin.
Feature j is used to normalize the remaining 16 features. In the initial experiment the
algorithm was evaluated on a 510-Chinese female dataset, that is not publicly available.
Beauty estimation in this original paper is posed as a beauty classification problem, where
human raters had rated the dataset into 4 categories (very attractive, attractive, low attractive,
not attractive). The reported results [43] encompassed a classification rate of 95.3 % for 2level classification (when classifying 2 out of 4 classes, namely the highest and the lowest)
and 77.9 % for 4-level classification.
Experiments of the reference feature based algorithm on presented database: Similarly,
we utilize the suggested 17 features, and subsequently use Support Vector Regres
sion and multi-variate linear regression to estimate a continuous beauty index MOS,
in order to compare the obtained correlation performance with the one achieved by
the proposed algorithm. Hence, we annotate the 17 features manually in the proposed
database, train then the Support Vector Regression and linear regression, respectively with
the same 6-fold crossvalidation scheme as Table 4 and obtain results, that we present
in Table 5.
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Table 5 Comparison of three beauty estimation algorithms: (a) reference feature based [43], reference
holistic [25] and the proposed feature-based algorithm
Trial #

Train

Test

Feature based

Feature based

Holistic

Proposed

set

set

Alg. [43]

Alg. [43]

Alg. [25]

Alg.

SV-regr.

Lin. regr.
0.768

1

260

38

0.560

0.601

0.500

2

238

60

0.452

0.456

0.416

0.626

3

248

50

0.597

0.632

0.41

0.68

4

248

50

0.593

0.574

0.497

0.532

5

248

50

0.520

0.485

0.243

0.671

6

248

50

0.515

0.622

0.362

0.621

0.562

0.561

0.405

0.65

Average

The numbers in the four right columns present the Pearson’s correlation coefficient in each trial of the 6-fold
crossvalidation experiment. Abbreviations: Alg. ... algorithm, SV-regr. ... Support Vector regression, Lin.
regr. ... linear regression

4.4.2 Reference holistic algorithm
Additionally, we re-implement a fully automated algorithm based on Eigenfaces [25]. The
original experiment was evaluated on a dataset containing 184 high quality images of Caucasian females in frontal view and with neutral expression, the images were captured in
identical acquisition conditions (sensor, lighting, background). The beauty indices of 92
images were rated by 28 human raters, the remaining 92 were rated by 18 additional
human raters on a scale from 1 (very unattractive) to 7 (very attractive). The algorithm
projects the images onto eigenvectors to obtain a low-dimensional representation and trains
classification- or regression-algorithms based on this representation. The reported results
in [25] for classification, where the highest 25 % rated images and the lowest 25 % were
classified by k-nearest neighbor classification and support vector machines (SVM) were
75 % − 85 % true classification rates. The same approach with SV-regression reportedly
obtained in their experiment a correlation rate of ρ = 0.45.
Experiments of holistic reference algorithm on presented database: We conduct a similar
experiment with Eigenfaces and SV-regression, by spanning the PCA-identity space with
300 random images of the HOTorNOT-based dataset assembled in [67]. We rotate and normalize the images of the here presented dataset based on the eye coordinates and obtain
results shown in Table 5.
4.5 Discussion
We observe that the proposed algorithm significantly outperforms the other two algorithms.
As expected, both reference algorithms are challenged with the presented database, due to
variations in expression and illumination. The holistic algorithm is additionally challenged
by different image quality and acquisition conditions. The reference feature based algorithm
has a better performance than the holistic one, but is challenged mainly by different expressions, that are unwillingly considered in several features related to the nose and mouth. Both,
feature-based vs. holistic algorithms have benefits and limitations, that can be outweighed
based on the related application / database. In particular the nature of the utilized database
is one significant factor for the performance of algorithms. In constrained datasets (limited
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variations in pose and expression of the subjects), geometric-based algorithms provide better results than holistic algorithms, see Table 1. The limitation of such though clearly is the
time-consuming manual annotation of facial landmarks, that cannot be automated easily.
Absolute comparisons to other beauty-estimation works (e.g. from Table 1) are challenging, due to the heterogeneous nature of aspects such as datasets (constrained / unconstrained,
dataset-size, image-size and quality), as well as methods of evaluation. Additionally, while
some approaches classify faces into discrete beauty categories (e.g. 2 categories: attractive /
non-attractive, or more refined 4 or 7 categories) and use the true classification rate to assess
performance, other methods compute a continuous real-valued beauty index and utilize the
correlation between the values assigned by human raters and estimated values to assess performance. Also, the rating of attractiveness differs in the number of human raters and the
used beauty-scale.
We proceed with three experiments using the validated MOS–prediction metric.

5 Experiments with MOS
The proposed MOS prediction metric is here employed to quantify beauty. While different
insights can be drawn, one can consider specific questions such as:
–
–
–

Are famous females known for their beauty more beautiful than average females?
What is the impact of age on beauty?
What is the impact of facial surgery on beauty?

With the above in mind, we proceed to apply the presented metric on images drawn from the
internet and from official datasets such as the FG-NET 4 and the plastic surgery dataset [56].
5.1 Metric verification on highly ranked females
Towards verification of its usefulness, we applied the above designed MOS–prediction
metric on images of females who have been highly ranked for their beauty by the popular
media. Specifically we considered images of females leading the lists of People’s magazine as the ‘most beautiful people’ from 1991 to 2013, as well as the top 10 entries from
the same list for the year 2010. The considered subjects included, among others, Jennifer
Lopez, Julia Roberts and Angelina Jolie. We have assembled facial images of named subjects, annotated them and computed the related beauty indices. We opposed the obtained
results with results obtained from the images of the HOTorNOT dataset. In Fig. 7 we observe
 for the first dataset and average actual MOS of the HOTorNOT
the average estimated MOS
 values, as well as the associated confidence interval
dataset, displaying MOS and MOS
of 95 % confidence level. The confidence interval indicates the reliability of the computed
average-MOS values. Thus there is a 95 % likelihood that the true average-MOS value for
both populations (highly attractive females and HOTorNOT-females) lies in the respective
confidence interval. We note, that the confidence interval depends on three factors: a) sample size, b) percentage (of a sample for a particular answer) and c) population size. A large
sample size provides with more certainty the true reflect of the population. For a given confidence level (e.g. 95 %), the larger the sample size is, the smaller the confidence interval
will be. In our case, the sample size of the “People’s magazine most beautiful females” is

4 FG–NET

dataset http://www.fgnet.rsunit.com/
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Fig. 7 Comparison of average estimated MOS for the assembled HOTorNOT dataset and the average MOS
for the People’s magazine most beautiful famous females dataset

22, the sample of the “HOTorNOT-females” is 260 and thus the second confidence interval
is much smaller. The test validates the presented beauty estimation metric, with the entries
from the above ‘beautiful people’ lists consistently scoring significantly higher scores.
5.2 Intercorrelation between beauty and age: FG–NET aging dataset
Towards investigating the dependence between beauty and age, we considered images from
the FG–NET dataset, as this dataset provides us with multiple images of subjects as they age.
We specifically selected females, with a broad time spectrum images, in other words females
with images available from an age about 18 years old to 60 years old. We annotated these
 values.
images in terms of employed facial features and computed the corresponding MOS
We obtained per subject several beauty scores spanned over time. Since the range of these
beauty functions differed on the MOS scale between females, we normalized the computed
 value per subject. We then averaged the normalized beauty over time functions and
MOS
estimated based on the result a polynomial function of the 5th degree. Figure 8 displays the
merged functions and the related estimation function. The resulting beauty function over
time bares a maximum between the ages 23 to 33. The outcome can be explained by the
facts, that with advanced age generally (a) the skin quality decreases (wrinkles, aging spots),
(b) glasses are worn, as well as (c) the interest in regards to makeup or hair style decreases.
5.3 Facial surgery
We also examined the effect of blepharoplasty (eyelid lifting surgery) on the estimated
beauty index. Our choice of this specific parameter and surgery was motivated by the
fact that eye size has been shown to have a high impact on the presented beauty metric.
We randomly selected 20 image pairs (before and after the surgery,5 see Fig. 9) from the

5 For

this experiment all values attached to non-permanent traits were artificially kept constant for “before
surgery” and “after surgery” images.
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 values for females in the course of time
Fig. 8 Normalized MOS

plastic surgery dataset [56], and after annotation, we computed the related beauty indices.

Interestingly the presented analysis suggested a relatively small surgery gain in the MOS
increase. Specifically the increase revealed a modest surgery impact on the beauty index,
with variations ranging in average between 1 % and 4 %.

6 Future work
Future work will involve the development of an automated beauty assessment tool. It is
noted that such a tool, that would be based on all 37 of the aforementioned characteristics,
would - in addition to a maximal prediction score - also introduce additional estimation
errors into the prediction performance. For this reason, future analysis and design of such
automated tools, must carefully consider the tradeoff between possible prediction score

Fig. 9 Example images of two subjects of the plastic surgery dataset [56]. For each subject the left image
depicts the face before surgery, the right image after surgery. From left to right we have computed following
 5.17, 5.47, 7.96, 8.8
MOS:
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Table 6 Limited sets of traits and associated Pearson’s correlation coefficients with MOS
Trait xi

Pearson’s correlation
coefficient ri,MOS

x1

0.5112

x1 , x2

0.5921

x1 , x2 , x12

0.5923

x1 , x2 , x3

0.6319

x1 , x2 , x8

0.6165

x1 , x2 , x12 , x15

0.5930

x1 , x2 , x3 , x8

0.6502

x1 , x2 , x12 , x15 , x14

0.6070

x1 , x2 , x4 , x12 , x14 , x15

0.6392

x1 , x2 , x4 , x5 , x12 , x14 , x15

0.6662

x1 , x2 , x4 , x5 , x12 , x14 , x15 , x20

0.6711

x1 , x2 , x8 , x14 , x20 , x23

0.6357

We have selected these sets by both, their pertinence, as well as easiness for automated extraction: e.g. limited
characteristic facial landmarks and glasses detection. We note that the features x14 , x20 , x23 , namely image
format, JPEG quality measure and image resolution are already automatically obtained

and classification error. We illustrate a preliminary analysis of prediction scores evoked by
different combinations of small sets of traits in Table 6.
We observe that a limited set of 8 traits can achieve a relatively high Pearson’s correlation coefficient of 0.67. An optimization towards more photo-quality related traits obtains
0.6358. This result motivates future work based on few facial landmarks (as shown in [22]),
face localization (see [33]) and glasses detection (see [68]). The features x14 , x20 , x23 ,
namely image format, JPEG quality measure and image resolution are already automatically
obtained.

7 Conclusions
In this work, we presented a study on facial aesthetics in photographs, where we explored
the matching of objective measures (namely photograph quality measures, facial beauty
characteristics and non-permanent facial features), with human subjective perception. The
presented analysis revealed a substantial correlation between different selected traits, and
the corresponding MOS-related beauty indices. Specifically we provided evidence that
non-permanent features can significantly influence the MOS, and based on our analysis we
conclude that facial aesthetics in images can indeed be substantially modifiable. In other
words, parameters such as the presence of makeup and glasses, image quality, as well as
different image post–processing methods can significantly affect the resulting MOS.
Furthermore we constructed a MOS–based metric which outperformed two reference
state of the art algorithms (one feature-based and one holistic), that we compared it with.
Additionally, we provided an analysis that quantifies beauty-index variations due to aging
and surgery. Our work applies towards building a basis for designing new image-processing
tools that further automate prediction of aesthetics in facial images. Towards this we
provided insight on facial aesthetics prediction.
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